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WELCOME
CIFT’S ANNUAL REPORT

As of January 1, 2017, I am honored to have assumed the position of President
and CEO of CIFT following the retirement of Dave Beck, who dedicated more
than 20 years to the organization, including the last eight at the helm. We are
grateful for his leadership and vision which positioned CIFT as a true leader
in the food and agricultural industry, and resulted in the organization being
recognized as a unique and valuable asset to companies across Ohio.
As an Ohio MEP affiliate, the CIFT program will continue to provide
business and technical services to the food and agricultural industry, as
well as regional manufacturing through internal resources, exceptional
partnerships and well established networks. The transition has been
seamless through a continuity of programming and collaborations,
while new services and partnerships are explored.
I am grateful for the confidence from our Governing Board, key
stakeholders, members, and partners around the state, and eagerly
look forward to the bright future ahead.
With your help opportunities will lead to success
and growth of the industry.

Rebecca A. Singer
President & CEO / CIFT
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y CIFT and MAGNET (Manufacturing Advocacy and
Growth Network), both Ohio MEP affiliates, hosted
several experts from NASA, NATICK, USDA’s
Agricultural Research Service, and others during
the Partnering with Federal Labs Workshop. The
workshop introduced business leaders to the
Federal labs research centers that help push
technology to the private marketplace. The
meeting highlighted how federal agencies’
expertise and technologies can assist Ohio firms.

IN T RODUC T ION

BRIEF RECAP OF SOME OF OUR HIGHLIGHTS

y High pressure processing, supply chain, additive
manufacturing, and food safety initiatives were
several key areas of focus for the organization.
Outreach was conducted at various locations
throughout the state to strengthen relationships
and accelerate new partnerships.
y Ohio House Representative and Chair of the

y CIFT and TechSolve, both Ohio MEP affiliates,
hosted food manufacturers to share the outlook on
the state’s food industry during a Southwest Ohio

Agriculture and Rural Development Committee,

Showcase in Cincinnati. The food processing and

Brian Hill, discussed his legislation, House Bill

agriculture industries contribute more than $20

551, along with the latest water quality laws at

billion to Ohio’s economy, and some of the state’s

the Northwest Ohio Ag-Business Breakfast Forum.

top employers are involved in the food industry.

House Bill 551 is geared toward those who conduct

The outreach to the southwest area of the state is

inspections of retail food establishments and

an important one in the overall strategy for CIFT.

food service operations. Rep. Hill is serving his

Representatives shared insights on the Food

second term as a member of the Ohio House of

Safety Modernization Act, and advanced

Representatives. He also chairs the Agriculture and

technologies and opportunities for

Rural Development committee.

continued improvements.

Throughout this report we share information of our progress. Please
contact me directly if you have any questions or comments.
Sincerely,

Rebecca A. Singer
President & CEO / CIFT
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OPERATING
VALUES
WHEN CIFT AIMS TO
DEVELOP & DELIVER
INNOVATIONS:

RELEVANCE. Programs and delivery mechanisms will be
selected and developed on the basis of their relevance to the industry.

VALUE. Areas of focus and specific models for delivering
service will be selected so as to maximize value to the industry.

AGILITY. In recognition of the fact that changes occur rapidly
in our target industries, CIFT will always strive to maintain the ability
to recognize and adapt to change.

MEASURABILITY. Will undertake only those initiatives
for which a clear cut method for measuring results and impacts
can be developed.

EFFICIENCY. Constantly strive to create programs, delivery
models, outreach efforts, and projects that make the most
efficient use of the financial resources that are provided by
its customers, clients, and other benefactors.
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E X E C U T I V E S U M M A RY / O V E R V IE W
CIFT, an Ohio MEP affiliate, is a facilitator and provider of technical innovations and solutions for the food processing,
agribusiness and agricultural sectors of the economy in our region, our state, and beyond. Our goal is simple: we want
to enhance the economic performance of the food processing and agricultural sectors, help manufacturers grow
and compete in northwest Ohio, and create new jobs within these industries. Through demonstrations of
technologies, to the evaluation of novel business approaches, companies are able to improve their
competitive position through CIFT’s expertise.
Since 1995, CIFT’s staff has worked with hundreds of food processors, industry equipment
manufacturers and suppliers, university researchers, and governmental agencies to
improve the competitive position within food and agribusiness. As a result,
many new technologies have emerged, industry best practices have been
established, and novel business approaches have been discovered.
Through an industry-driven methodology, businesses have
benefited throughout Ohio and beyond.
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One of CIFT’s key program components

Pushing Technology from
National Labs to Private Sector

Experts from NASA, USDA’s Agricultural
Research Service (ARS), and Department
of Energy (DOE), were a few of the featured
presenters during the Partnering with
Federal Labs Workshop at Lorain County
Community College in Elyria, Ohio.
The workshop introduced business leaders
to the Federal labs research centers
that help push technology to the private
marketplace. The meeting highlighted how
federal agencies’ expertise and technologies
can assist Ohio firms. Speakers also
included representatives from Federal Lab
Consortium, National Renewable Energy
Laboratory, Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Federal laboratories offer unique capabilities

of technologies. Hundreds of businesses,

(ORNL), and National Institute of Standards

that businesses can utilize to solve technical

universities, governments and non-profit groups

and Technology (NIST).

issues. Different types of research agreements

have already partnered with either ORNL or the

are available based on the extent of assistance

National Renewable Energy Laboratory. Through

required. Several laboratories defined unique

2016, DOE provided up to $20 million in vouchers

capabilities, how to engage with the resources

so that small businesses can request technical

and apply the technologies, and showcase a

assistance from national labs to help bring the

successful commercial application.

next generation of clean technologies to market.

USDA-ARS has already formed numerous

Leaders in engineering, manufacturing and

formal partnerships with companies of all sizes

technology from across Ohio attended the

for the development and commercialization

workshop, sponsored by CIFT and MAGNET

UP T O

$20

MILLION

IN DOE PROVIDED VOUCHERS

(Manufacturing Advocacy and Growth Network)
on behalf of the Ohio Manufacturing Extension
Partnership (MEP). Both CIFT and MAGNET
are Ohio MEP affiliates dedicated to helping
manufacturers grow and compete in Ohio.
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Exploring High Pressure
Processing (HPP) for Ohio
Food Companies
The secret to fresh, flavorful foods and
beverages without chemicals, additives or
heat and added shelf life is possible through
High Pressure Processing (HPP). By processing
foods at extremely high water pressure (up to
87,000 psi), HPP neutralizes listeria, salmonella,
E. coli and other deadly bacteria. Unlike thermal,
chemical and other high-heat treatments, HPP
is achieved by cold water. The taste, texture and
quality of the food remains the same, and in some
cases, is enhanced. Shelf life is extended up to two,
three or four times longer than traditional preservation
methods. The technique is applicable to juices,
beverages, meat, poultry, salsa, guacamole, seafood,
ready-to-eat meals, deli salads, dairy, and more.
CIFT coordinated an open house at Avure Technologies to enhance Ohio’s reputation
as a “center of excellence” in the production of food products with high quality,
enhanced food safety, and minimal use of chemical preservatives. Attendees heard
presentations relating to:

y What is HPP and how does it work?
y Packaging considerations applicable to the process
y Ways to utilize HPP
y Current and emerging applications for food products
y Assistance available for development
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Additive Manufacturing Shaping
Future of Manufacturing
Additive manufacturing, the unique process
of building 3D objects in layers, has
helped companies save time and money,
enhance product design and quality, and
so much more. Experts from three regional
manufacturing companies shared their
experiences using 3D layering successfully
at an event sponsored by CIFT and Ohio MEP.

Manufacturing, Electrical and Computer
Engineering, Youngstown State
University, provided their insight
on the current and future
state of this unique
manufacturing
process.

Charles Murphy, president, AquaPro Systems
(Cincinnati), Adam Yost, technical sales
representative, Bastech, Inc. (Dayton), and
Dr. Eric MacDonald, Friedman Chair for
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CIFT Technical Assistance Projects
A project was initiated by Avure Technologies and Sandridge
Food Corporation to determine the germination, growth, and
toxic production potential of Clostridium botulinum in fresh
coconut water and low acid juices. Microbiological safety
of fresh coconut water relies on a combination of factors
including High Pressure Processing (HPP) to destroy vegetative
pathogens, and storage at refrigerated temperatures to
inhibit/control microbial growth. While HPP likely inactivates
vegetative cells, spore-forming pathogens like C. botulinum
can survive this processing step. This study was conducted
in response to valid regulatory concerns of the potential risk
of spore-forming pathogens in coconut water, and the results
from the research indicate that the spores of specific strains
of C. botulinum are unable to germinate, grow and produce
toxin in fresh coconut water. In fact, the levels of proteolytic C.
botulinum spores inoculated into both raw and filtered coconut
water did not grow over the 45 day shelf life.
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In order to speed the development process of a

Leader engineers designed and constructed an

new style frying unit, Henny Penny and Leader

apparatus based on the selected concept then

Engineering-Fabrication collaborated on a CIFT

tested it to confirm that it met compatibility

joint member project. The goal of the project was

requirements with the automated fryer.

to develop a concept for a fryer chamber which

Results of the testing showed that the

would be compatible with a fully automated

concept was viable.

frying unit and then to build an apparatus to test
the concept. Leader developed several concepts,
one of which was selected by Henny Penny for
further testing and consideration.
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Controlling Maintenance
Costs While Optimizing
Performance
®

CIFT, Ohio MEP, and Rockwell Automation presented a one day preventive
maintenance training seminar for plant engineers, maintenance managers,
operations managers, and others responsible for recommending, designing,
and managing maintenance programs for manufacturing operations. The
program featured presentations by professional engineers with many
years of experience at some of our nation’s largest manufacturers, and by
development engineers from Rockwell Automation, one of the world’s leading
industrial control companies.
The program also included case studies. The advantages and disadvantages
of many types of systems were evaluated so attendees are well informed
and capable of deciding which type of system best fits them.

Participants were equipped to better assist with their company’s
maintenance policy, strategy, and programs, including:
y Foundational programs and documentation.
y Overview and description of preventive, predictive,
performance based, condition based, and reliability
centered maintenance systems.
y Spare parts management systems.
y Evaluation of software management tools.
y Use of sensors for lubricant analysis, vibration analysis,
temperature monitoring.
y Performance measurement using ultrasonic and
infrared instrumentation.
y FMEA (Failure Modes and Effects Analysis)
and FMECA (Failure Modes Effects
and Criticality Analysis).

12

Food Industry Experts
Join Staff
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Complimenting the Technology Program,
the Income Enhancement Initiatives
conduct feasibility studies, coordinate
demonstrations of technologies, and
evaluate alternative crop applications.

5

Brewing a New Crop for Ohio

As interest in the craft
beer industry continues
to rise across Ohio, agriculture
GALLONS OF BEER
expert
and educator Brad Bergefurd
BREWED IN U.S.
discussed the phenomenon and
EACH YEAR
profitability of growing hops at a Northwest
Ohio Ag-Business Breakfast Forum. The U.S.
remains one of the largest beer producers in the world,
brewing more than five billion gallons each year.

B IL L I O N

The history of Ohio hops production was shared, along
with the potential demand and profitability for growing this
unique crop, research conducted on hop cultivars, innovative
production techniques, insect and disease control methods,
harvesting, processing and marketing techniques.
As part of a research project in conjunction with The Ohio
State University, CIFT started the project at the Agricultural
Incubator Foundation (Bowling Green, Ohio) to determine the
viability for growth in northwest Ohio. The first harvest took
place in summer 2016 and received strong interest from
growers, brewers, local media and others.

Unique Agriculture Projects to Help Ohio
Farmers Grow

CIFT offered several informative sessions throughout the state to help Ohio farm
businesses grow. Specialty crop growers and agricultural professionals heard from
experts at locations in Bowling Green, Reynoldsburg, and Wilmington to discuss these
Specialty Crop Block Grant Projects:
y Food safety data management tools – Keeping records is the
key to Good Agricultural Practices (also known as GAP) and
other audits. Different methods were compared, including a
system that uses a smartphone/tablet.
y Edamame production and marketing in Ohio – Growers learned
more about raising and selling this flavorful soybean cousin.
y Dehydrated fruit and vegetable production/marketing –
Dehydration provides a use for B grade produce, and can
extend a produce season. Dehydration methods, packaging and
marketing past the fresh season were discussed.
These sessions were supported by the Ohio Department of Agriculture
Specialty Crop Block Grant Program, and financed in part through a grant
from the Ohio Department of Agriculture.
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Finding Causes,
Solutions for
Lake Erie Algal Blooms
Due to the prevalence of algal blooms on the shores of Lake Erie,
an ecosystems expert addressed growers and numerous other
interested parties and organizations at a Northwest Ohio Ag-Business
Breakfast Forum. To a packed conference room at the Agricultural Incubator
Foundation, Dr. Jeffrey M. Reutter – a special advisor to the Ohio Sea Grant and
Stone Lab, discussed the causes and remedies of these blooms.
In August 2014, the Toledo, Ohio water treatment plant, which serves 400,000+ people,
was forced to shut down for more than 50 hours due to toxin concentrations in the treated
drinking water. The algal bloom in 2015 was also deemed by many experts as one of the worst
ever for the Toledo area.
Dr. Reutter participates on regional, national and international advisory groups concerned with protecting
Lake Erie. Stone Lab is the summer island campus on Lake Erie for The Ohio State University, offering 30 science
courses each summer for students. Together, the Ohio Sea Grant and Stone Lab work to preserve, protect and
understand the Lake Erie environment.

OHIO SEA
GRANT &
STONE LAB

WORK TO PRESERVE,
PROTECT AND UNDERSTAND
THE LAKE ERIE ENVIRONMENT
16
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Providing information on new technologies,

and resources to various industries, leading to
enhanced business operations.
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PCS Conducts Energy
Efficiency Study
Through CIFT Program
Potash Corp. is the world’s largest fertilizer
company by capacity, producing potash
(K), nitrogen (N) and phosphate (P).
These primary crop nutrients are vital to
maintaining healthy and productive soils.
Its Lima, Ohio operation, PCS Nitrogen Ohio,
L.P., makes nitrogen products for agricultural
and industrial uses, with a range of products
including ammonia, urea, nitric acid and
nitrogen solutions. They ship their products
to customers around the world.
PCS was looking to identify opportunities to
reduce energy consumption.
Installing a Variable Frequency Drive (VFD)
for one of its facility’s 300 horsepower
boiler draft fans, which operates nearly
continuously, would result in estimated

energy savings of more than 1.2 million
kilowatt hours per year – enough to power
112 homes. But first, a feasibility study
needed to be conducted to assess the
opportunities to eliminate the excess costs.

The findings indicated that installing the
VFD would result in an annual cost savings
of $85,848 for PCS, based on a rate of seven
cents per kilowatt hour. The payback period is
between six months to one year.

A program administered through CIFT and
Ohio MEP helped further a study to pursue
the research for the installation of an
energy-saving VFD. This enabled PCS to
conduct the one month feasibility study,
which was implemented by the jdi group
of Maumee, Ohio.

The results of the study provided the efficiency improvement and cost information needed
for PCS to request capital project money, and
ultimately to proceed with the project.

“We were excited for this project from the
beginning,” said Cory Gonya, environmental
engineer, PCS. “We now have a good basis
for prioritizing capital project money to move
forward with this project.”

“We greatly appreciate the opportunity given
to us by CIFT,” said Todd Sutton, general
manager, PCS. “Along with the technical
expertise from the jdi group, CIFT helped
us identify these improvements to our
operations. CIFT’s team was great to work with
and made the process easy for us to navigate.”

ENERGY SAVINGS
OF MORE THAN

1.2
MILLION
KILOWATT HOURS PER YEAR
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Lean & Continuous Improvement
Expert Hired as Manufacturing
Project Manager
CIFT is an affiliate of the Ohio Manufacturing Extension Partnership (MEP)
program which helps small to mid-sized manufacturers in Ohio become leaders
in their industry. To help provide technical assistance to manufacturers within the
18 county territory of northwest Ohio, Troy Wildermuth was hired as project
manager, northwest region.
His role includes meeting and coordinating activities with economic development
organizations, manufacturing companies and educational institutions.
Wildermuth, who studied lean manufacturing and continuous improvement
in Japan, also manages a variety of MEP initiatives including workforce,
supply chain, technology acceleration, sustainability and
continuous improvement.
Troy Wildermuth
Project Manager / Northwest Region
Ohio Manufacturing Extension Partnership

P2 Program Assisting Companies
with Energy Audits
Through funds available in conjunction with the Ohio MEP, a P2 energy saving
program was initiated to help Ohio manufacturers generate large savings for plants.
In some cases, CIFT has arranged for supplemental funding to complete an on-site engineering
audit which includes the assessment for existing systems in the following value-added areas:

y Power and lighting

y Water and air discharge

y Water usage

y Sustainability

y Utilities efficiency assessments

y Compressed air

Qualified staff and an experienced network of engineering and
system integration resources help assist with this complete
and cost effective evaluation.
19

The Team Assists With:
y Process engineering
improvements
y Lean leadership systems
and culture change
y Green belt/black belt
mentoring
y Customized problem
solving training
y Quality management
systems implementation
y Implementing lean six
sigma projects

New Partnership to Help Ohio
Food Manufacturers
A partnership was formed to combine manufacturing services
between CIFT and Lean Manufacturing Solutions (LMS) to
help Ohio food manufacturers achieve and maintain true
“operational excellence” – a strategy employed
by many highly successful companies
around the world to achieve maximum
efficiency, thereby enhancing the
economy and job growth.

“Our approach is to work with companies
to develop an overall strategy so that their
investment in lean and continuous improvement
generates significant, tangible benefits over the long
term,” states Jon Geisler, president, LMS. “Companies will
have a road map for reaping the rewards of these management
and organizational techniques on a permanent basis.”
In today’s food industry, lean manufacturing has taken a
commanding role in achieving operational excellence. There
is often a challenge to benefit from the principles of lean
manufacturing while maintaining current regulatory and
reporting requirements. Or, too frequently, companies take
advantage of the principles of lean only sporadically by
holding events, which are successful for a time, but benefits
tend to fade away over time.
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Ohio MEP
Offers TPM
Assessments
“The Big Idea” -- getting operators involved in
maintaining their own equipment, and emphasizing
proactive and preventive maintenance will lay a
foundation for improved production (fewer breakdowns,
stops, and defects).

So, what is Total Productive
Maintenance?
Also called TPM, it is a holistic approach to
equipment maintenance that strives to achieve
perfect production:

The Ohio MEP started offering lean

y No breakdowns

consultations and assessments to companies across

y No small stops or slow running

the northwest Ohio region.

y No defects

TPM emphasizes proactive and preventative

In addition, it values a safe working environment.

maintenance to maximize the operational efficiency of

manufacturing and continuous improvement

equipment. It blurs the distinction between the roles
of production and maintenance by placing a strong
emphasis on empowering operators to help maintain
their equipment. The implementation of a TPM
program creates a shared responsibility for equipment
that encourages greater involvement by plant floor
workers. In the right environment this can be very
effective in improving productivity (increasing up time,
reducing cycle times, and eliminating defects).
21

BEGINNING OF
NEXT GENERATION
STRATEGIES

Ohio MEP Helps
Manufacturers Find Solutions
Ohio is a state with a history of manufacturing
that continues today. From automotive
to advance materials, the scene in Ohio manufacturing is more diverse than past years. The Ohio
Manufacturing Extension Partnership (MEP)
works to maintain the industry by providing their
services and assistance to companies committed
to the growth of Ohio manufacturers.

The Ohio MEP in the northwest region of the
state is an initiative that provides assistance and
training to help manufacturers grow, improve
their manufacturing and business strategies
and processes, adopt advanced technologies,
increase productivity, reduce costs
and improve competitiveness.

Ohio MEP’s objectives to balance market penetration
and the creation of economic impact by:

LEAN Consortium
at

y Providing strategies for top line growth
y Delivering lean manufacturing solutions
designed to save time and money while
increasing customer satisfaction
y Delivering workforce training support
to supply the labor that carries
the industry into the future
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CIFT, in collaboration with the Agricultural Incubator
Foundation (AIF), manages the Northwest Ohio
Cooperative Kitchen, also known as the NOCK. This
facility encourages and assists with the development
of start-up food businesses. Entrepreneurs are
provided technical, business and professional expertise
necessary to take a concept and make it a reality.
23

Food Companies
Outgrow Space At NOCK

Monteleone Foods started from the
determination of its co-owners to create a
product that has been produced in many
northeast Ohio homes and restaurants
for decades: Italian style peppers in oil
(peperoni sott’olio).
“Our business would not have been
successful or even gotten off the ground
without CIFT and the NOCK,” stated Dino
Martin, co-owner. “We were lucky we had
access to such a great facility.”
Monteleone Foods then moved to a larger facility, where the
company has enjoyed a 50 percent annual revenue growth,
adding three additional employees since its inception in 2010.
Their products can be found in more than 100 stores across Ohio,
Michigan and Pennsylvania.

After a year of using the NOCK, Olde Man Granola decided
to convert space on their family farm to a bakery in order to
process and package the granola. The company sought CIFT for
advice, attended workshops, seminars and other events, and
gained extensive knowledge to elevate their operations. Olde
Man Granola acquired new clients through CIFT events, including
the annual Local Food Buyer Show. They are currently in multiple
stores across the state.
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The Shepherds began
producing Stadium Salsa
at NOCK in 2006. In 2007,
a partnership with the Toledo
Mud Hens generated interest and
phone calls, and soon their product
was in regional Kroger, Walmart,
Whole Foods, and Roundy’s stores.
At one point, the company’s products were
in more than 600 stores in eight states, and Stadium Salsa had
outgrown the NOCK. Co-owner Greg Shepherd credits the NOCK
with its help and guidance.
“It all started with the education I received through NOCK, about
labeling, raw materials, documentation of pH, measurements,
quality, temperatures, and all the issues involved when working
with food,” said Shepherd.

The mother-daughter
team of Lori and Veronica
Vincent started their
venture, Earth to Oven
Bakery, in 2011 using
the NOCK to make their
products which sold at local farmers’ markets. With a growing
client base, they later decided it was time to open their own bakery.

After growing tired of his hot pepper butter and mustard, Bob Basel
began using tomatoes and other ingredients. The next time he
and his wife Karen canned tomatoes, they decided to can some
barbecue sauce. The enthusiastic comments they received got
them thinking about going commercial, and in 2009, Black Swamp
Gourmet, came to fruition. That same year, a chance encounter
resulted in their introduction to the NOCK, and production at the
facility began.
Fast-forward to 2015, the Basel’s started using a co-packer for their
sauces, but still process their rubs at the NOCK. They have won
multiple awards, including the most prestigious in the spice food
industry, the Golden Chile, at the 2015 Fiery Food Challenge in Texas
which includes products from around the world.

“We were operating out of the NOCK, which had been great,” Lori
recalled. “But we found that we missed out on holiday business
by only being at markets.”
“We also could not offer our specialty cheesecakes at markets
because they required refrigeration,” Veronica added.
Their downtown Sylvania, Ohio, sweet shop was the perfect fit
for the duo, and their budding business is thriving.

As the Basels look back on their journey,
they cannot stress enough the importance
of having worked with NOCK.

When Dennis Dickey decided to bring Willy’s Fresh Salsa to Ohio,
he reached out to CIFT for help to establish a business plan,
develop start-up costs and begin an overall direction for the
company. He soon begin processing, and even maintained his
full-time office at the NOCK.
“Without their help, we would not have succeeded in our effort,”
Dickey said.
Today, Willy’s Fresh Salsa has its own state-of-the-art, 3,000
square foot processing facility which includes ample refrigerated
space, along with new, custom-made machinery. Processing
is now faster, better, and in the long run, will save on production
costs. The salsa is currently sold in 800 grocery stores in
15 states, and Dickey expects to expand even further.

“Had it not been for the NOCK, we
would never have gotten this
off the ground,” said Bob.

NO C K
C L IE N T S

Born out of northwest Ohio’s rich tradition in
fruit/vegetable production and food processing,
the Northwest Ohio Cooperative Kitchen (NOCK) is a
non-profit commercial kitchen facility designed to assist
entrepreneurial efforts and expand food-related businesses.
The kitchen facility assists new and growing businesses by
providing access to a commercially-licensed kitchen and networking
opportunities. Since 2001, the NOCK has helped hundreds of businesses.
Today, more than 40 businesses utilize the services at the NOCK.
25

Ohio Signature Food
Contest

FOOD CONTEST WINNERS

The small business sector in Ohio is extremely important to many
stakeholders. CIFT and the Ohio Farm Bureau Federation (OFBF) sponsored
the Ohio Signature Food Contest which showcases many new, innovative
products ready to take that next step – actual product development.
CIFT’s Rebecca Singer, and Connie Ward, business development field director,
OFBF, and State Senator Bob Hackett, vice chair, Ohio Senate Agriculture
Committee, announced the two winners selected in recognition of their
product concepts at the Ohio State Fair in Columbus, Ohio.
Following a review of written applications and presentations
by food entrepreneurs and chefs to a panel of judges,
the highest scoring concepts were selected
based on the viability of the product,
commercialization potential, business
strategy, and overall appeal to the
marketplace.

Garlic Scape Pesto by Adam Fried (Akron, Ohio) – A unique
garlic-flavored pesto made from Ohio-grown scapes. Because
scapes are only available once/year this future product plans to
become the only item of its kind, and is perfect to add a fresh garlic
flavor to salads or foods from the grill.

Indian Creek Corn Whiskey Mustard by Kathleen Hanover
(Dayton, Ohio) – This savory, artisanal grainy mustard is made from
a blend of two different kinds of mustard seeds, apple cider vinegar,
apple-smoked spices, brown sugar, pickling spices and maple syrup,
flavored with small-batch, copper-distilled corn whiskey made in
Ohio’s Miami County.
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PepsiCo Innovator Highlights
Ohio Food Industry Summit
A top innovator from the billion-dollar
food and beverage company PepsiCo
highlighted the Ohio Food Industry Summit,
hosted by CIFT, at the Nationwide Hotel and
Conference Center.
The Ohio Food Industry Summit is a full
day where companies can discover new
techniques, learn about innovative trends,
and identify valuable resources that will
strengthen one of Ohio’s already strong
and vital industries.
Dr. Austin Kozman, director, open
innovation and alliance management,
PepsiCo, discussed open innovation at the
food and beverage company, along with
the top challenges they face. Innovation

28

accounted for more than nine percent of
PepsiCo’s net revenue in 2014, and their
portfolio includes 22 brands, each of which
generates more than $1 billion in estimated
annual retail sales.
This premier event featured several other
industry presenters as well, including
Mike Hannah, market development - The
Connected Enterprise, Rockwell Automation,
who spoke on the “Internet of Things,” also
known simply as IoT. Many predict that by
2025 there will be over 50 billion IoT devices
providing new opportunities to innovate.
Event sponsors Avure, EAGLE Certification
Group, FirstEnergy, the jdi group,
JobsOhio, the Mennel Milling Company,
Ohio Development Services Agency,
Ohio Farm Bureau Federation, and Ohio
Manufacturing Extension Partnership,
hosted representatives from foodrelated businesses, food manufacturers,
academic partners, service providers,
technicians, economic development leaders,
industry-related organizations, political
representatives, agricultural producers
and more.

DUE TO STRONG INTEREST
AND DEMAND THERE ARE
SEVERAL ADDITIONAL
WORKSHOPS
OFFERED IN THE
CIFT and Savour Food Safety International
FUTURE.
partnered to offer FSMA Preventive Controls

FSMA Preventive Controls
for Human Food Workshop
A Preventive Control Qualified Individual (PCQI) is a
professional who can manage a food safety plan at a
facility in accordance with the FDA’s Food Safety and
Modernization Act. The Food Safety Preventive Controls
Alliance (FSPCA) has partnered with the
FDA to develop course curriculum to
meet the requirements.

for Human Food Workshop at the Findlay
Inn & Convention Center. The course met
PCQI training requirements and was taught
by lead PCQI trainers that have gained their
trainer certification through the Food Safety
Preventive Controls Alliance. Participants
received their official FSPCA Preventive
Controls Qualified Person certificate upon
successful completion of the course.

At the end of this workshop,
participants gained knowledge in:
y Creating a food safety plan
y Defining and validating process, food
allergen, sanitation and supply-chain
preventive controls

y Verification, validation, recall and
recordkeeping requirements
y Performing required re-analysis

y Reviewing corrective actions
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Sanitary Transportation and
the Impact on Food Industry
Experts from Bob Evans Farms and Benesch
law firm discussed the Food and Drug
Administration’s Food Safety Modernization
Act (FSMA) rule on sanitary transportation
of human and animal food during a webinar
hosted by CIFT. This rule creates a modern,
risk-based framework for food safety,
particularly when food travels from farm-totable. The goal is to prevent practices during
transportation that create food safety risks,
such as failure to properly refrigerate food,
inadequate cleaning of vehicles between
loads, and failure to properly protect food.
Because of illness outbreaks resulting
from human and animal food contaminated
during transportation practices, there have
long been concerns about the need for
regulations to ensure that foods are being
transported safely.
Josh Huff, director of transportation and
logistics, Bob Evans Farms, presented the

industry perspective on the requirements
of the rule and how the food industry
will comply. He also discussed possible
technology solutions to aid in compliance.
Stephanie Penninger of the business law
firm, Benesch, is an attorney in litigation
and transportation and logistics. She
shared her expert insights on the rule
and its requirements.

Robotic Milking Having Big Impact
on Dairy Industry

The rise in popularity of robotic milking operations across the
dairy industry was discussed by Ben Mescher of Prenger’s, Inc.
at the Northwest Ohio Ag-Business Breakfast
Forum. Mescher, a milking robotic expert,
explained how such systems have greatly
benefited dairy farmers and the industry as
a whole. In 2014, more than 5,000 systems
were installed, and the trend continues to rise.
Their use reduces cost for human labor, while
providing each cow with needs for optimal
health, production, and well-being. Prenger’s,
with its main office in Maria Stein, Ohio,
has more than 70 milking robot operations
functioning on farms in Ohio, Michigan, Indiana,
and Kentucky – and 15 additional systems will
be installed this year.
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CIFT Membership
AdvancePierre Foods
Cincinnati, Ohio

Great Lakes Cheese Co., Inc.
Hiram, Ohio

Keller Logistics Group
Defiance, Ohio

Owens-Illinois
Perrysburg, Ohio

American Dairy Association
Mideast
Columbus, Ohio

Grote Company
Columbus, Ohio

Lakeview Farms
Delphos, Ohio

Richter International, Inc.
Columbus, Ohio

Henny Penny
Eaton, Ohio

Leader Engineering–
Fabrication, Inc
Napoleon, Ohio

Rockwell Automation
Mayfield Heights, Ohio

Amish Wedding Foods
Millersburg, Ohio

Rudolph Foods Company
Lima, Ohio

Avure Technologies
Middletown, Ohio

Hirzel Canning Company
& Farms
Toledo, Ohio

Bon Appétit Management Co.
Cleveland, Ohio

the jdi group, Inc.
Maumee, Ohio

The Chef’s Garden
Huron, Ohio

The J.M. Smucker Company
Orrville, Ohio

Ohio Corn & Wheat
Growers Association
Delaware, Ohio

Cooper Farms
St. Henry, Ohio

Jones-Hamilton Co.
Walbridge, Ohio

Ohio Farm Bureau Federation
Columbus, Ohio

The Wornick Company
Cincinnati, Ohio

Graminex
Deshler, Ohio

JTM Food Group
Harrison, Ohio

The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio

Wyandot Inc.
Marion, Ohio

Lean Manufacturing Solutions
Cincinnati, Ohio
Meijer
Grandville, Michigan

Sandridge Food Corporation
Medina, Ohio
SNAC International
Arlington, Virginia
Synergy Flavors
Hamilton, Ohio

Governing Board Members
CIFT Board of Trustees Chairman
Mark D. Sandridge
CEO
Sandridge Food Corporation
Charlie Carr
Retired
The Andersons, Inc.

Bob Grote
CEO
Grote Company

Carl Knueven
Director, Corporate Research & Development
Jones-Hamilton Co.

Michael E. Dockins
Attorney
Fraser Clemens Martin & Miller LLC

Dale Hart
Director of Process Improvement
Cooper Farms

Don Mennel
Chairman of the Board
The Mennel Milling Company

Julian A. Gravino
Retired
EISC, Inc.

Jerry M. Hayes
Executive Director
Defiance County Economic Development

William J. Hirzel
Manager
Hirzel Canning Company, Inc.
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